
ARTO is known for making rustically elegant, handcrafted ceramic and concrete tiles, bricks, 
and pavers. Our products are made with locally sourced materials at our Southern California 
factory. ARTO products are available throughout the United States, Canada, and the world.

Antiqued Handpainted High-Fire Terracotta
SCIROCCO

HANDCRAFTED IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SINCE 1966

™



Scirocco Black

The Scirocco Collection features seven colors of field tiles along with 32 ancient quad designs inspired by the Arabian desert and Southern Italy. The tiles are hand 
silk-screened in a way that looks time-worn and are finished with antiqued, hand-rubbed edges. At just 3/8" thick, the thin nature of the Scirocco tiles allows them 
to be used adjacent to wood or porcelain, and they are durable enough to be submerged in water or installed around heat. The high-fire bodies are freeze thaw 
resistant and ideal for floor and wall applications. This collection works with ARTO's Studio Field tiles and trim pieces. Custom Scirocco trim and field tile pricing 
is based on Studio’s Specialty Glaze pricing. These tiles can be used in wet areas, but if exposed to pool chemicals an overglaze must be applied to the tiles.

SCIROCCO FIELD TILES, COLORS & SIZES

SCIROCCO    ARTO.COM    310-768-8500

Scirocco Snow

Scirocco Turquoise

Scirocco Spice

Scirocco Brown

Scirocco Gray

Scirocco Gold Scirocco Sizes

Walls FloorsFreeze/Thaw Indoor Outdoor Pedestrian

ARTO’s Scirocco products are handcrafted from durable, high-fire terracotta and are suitable for 
applications including indoors, outdoors, walls, floors, pedestrian, and freeze/thaw conditions. 

**Images DO NOT represent actual color. Please order a sample.**
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Scirocco tiles are 3/8" thick and available in 4", 6", and 8" squares. Though four tiles are shown in the images below, tiles are sold individually.

SCIROCCO DECO PATTERNS

SCIROCCO    ARTO.COM    310-768-8500

**Images DO NOT represent actual color. Please order a sample.**

SQ-Scirocco-H5A SQ-Scirocco-H6A SQ-Scirocco-H6DSQ-Scirocco-H5DSQ-Scirocco-H5B

SQ-Scirocco-H7A SQ-Scirocco-H8DSQ-Scirocco-H8A SQ-Scirocco-H8BSQ-Scirocco-H7DSQ-Scirocco-H7B

SQ-Scirocco-H10A SQ-Scirocco-H10F SQ-Scirocco-H11ASQ-Scirocco-H10DSQ-Scirocco-H10B

SQ-Scirocco-H12A SQ-Scirocco-H15A SQ-Scirocco-H16ASQ-Scirocco-H14ASQ-Scirocco-H13A

SQ-Scirocco-H1A SQ-Scirocco-H2DSQ-Scirocco-H2A SQ-Scirocco-H2BSQ-Scirocco-H1DSQ-Scirocco-H1B

SQ-Scirocco-H3A SR-Scirocco-H4C SR-Scirocco-H4DSR-Scirocco-H4BSR-Scirocco-H4A
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Scan code with your smartphone 
camera to see projects using ARTO 
products. Go ahead, give it a try!

MORE ONLINE 
ARTO.COM

Front Cover:
4" Scirocco
Scirocco Turquoise
SQ-Scirocco-H5B


